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Listen to a man talking about street painting and circle the correct answer 

1. Street painting began ___________. 

  A.in the 6th century           B.in the 16th century                     C.in 1994                     D. in the 19th century 

2. Today, street painting events can be seen_______ 

  A. somewhere                   B. anywhere                                  C. nowhere                 D. everywhere 

3. At a street painting event, you can ___________. 

A. buy a painting                B. talk to artists                         C. become an artist            D. enjoy food 

4. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival happens ___________. 

A. only sometimes             B. every year                              C. every week                    D. every month 

5. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival is free for_______ 

A. artists                            B. volunteers                               C. everyone                         D. some visitors 

6. About ___________ artists take part in the Lake Worth Street Painting Festival. 

A.100,000                       B.60                                 C. 600                                               D. 1600 

Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part. 

 7.  A. cinema             B. musician   C. delicious                          D. ocean 

 8.  A. morning  B. fork                                     C. forget            D. pork           

Find the word which has different stress from the others.  

 9.  A. compose    B. provide    C. gallery                         D. originate 

10. A. equipment                     B. instrument                C. omelette                       D. pancake                   

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

11. My dad has a big bookshelf because he loves____ old books 

A. collecting                     B. to collecting                     C. collect                      D. to collects 

12. They ________ really hard-working at school.  

A. don’t be            B. aren’t             C. don’t are       D. not be 

13. The villagers are __________ they were years ago. There is no change at all. 

A. differently from          B. not as friendly as             C. as friend as       D. as friendly as 

14. There is ________ tofu, but there aren’t ________ sandwiches. 

A. some - any                B. any - some          C. some – some            D. any- any 

15. ________ bottles of milk does your family need for a week?  

A. How much          B. How many        C. How          D. How often 

16. Water puppetry ______ in the 11th century in the villages of the Red River Delta of North Viet Nam. 

A. originated        B. formed                   C. started          D. began 

17. What __________ do I need to cook an omelette?  

A. food        B. material         C. menu                   D. ingredients 

18. There’s a notice  ________ the door. It says “Do not disturb!”. 

A. in         B. on     C. at        D. to 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

19. Although this motorbike is more expensive as that one, many people prefer to buy it 

           A                         B                                       C                                    D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

20. People first use the word “volunteer” in the 18th century 

                  A      B                                      C                    D 

21. I need to buy some oil because there isn’t some oil in the kitchen 

                    A         B                                 C       D 

22. Doing housework are also a type of physical activity 

           A                      B              C                 D 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 

exchanges. 

23. A: “ What would you like to drink?”  B : “ -------------------“  

A. Yes, I think so        B. Yes, please      C. Yes, I like green tea      D. just a bottle of mineral water, please 

24. A: “ How much water do you drink everyday?”  B: “___________” 

A. It’s 5.000 dong             B. two litres               C. I like lemonade       D. two, please 
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Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 

best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

   A Grade 7 student and his friends have an idea of collecting (25) ________ for homeless children in his 

town. They call it the “Book Birthday Party”. Every month they will select a birthday of a friend in his class or a 

child in his neighbourhood to celebrate (26) _______ special birthday party. It is just a simple party.  Everyone 

who comes to the party should (27) ________ some healthy food, drink, and a book any kinds: storybook, 

textbook, notebook, comic, etc. Those who cannot bring books will help with the collecting and sending books to 

the homeless children. They believe that the healthy food and drink will help them stay (28) ________ and the 

books will help homeless children with their study. Everyone will be happy.  

25. A. books   B. water   C. plants                  D. clothes 

26. A. an    B. a     C. some                   D. x 

27. A. sell    B. brought   C. bring         D. bringing 

28. A. fat    B. healthy   C. strong                 D. heath 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

 In Britain children start school when they are five. Their first year - the reception - is usually a very 

happy one for the child. They learn to follow instructions from the teachers. Lots of new skills are introduced. 

Communal activities, socialising with the other children, learning to take turns are all part of the first-year 

experience. 

 As they paint, draw, and do other creative activities, they interact with other children and their language 

skills develop. When they have music and movement lessons or gym activities, they learn to control their body 

movements. Children learn to cooperate with others. During music lessons, they have to listen to a rhythm and 

try to copy it, and sing simple tunes. 

In the morning students have number work and reading skills. The afternoons are more creative. They learn to 

have parties, make little cakes and pour cups of tea for others. They love dressing up in costumes and acting like 

adults. 

29. What is the first year of school called in Britain? 

A. The reception B. The year one         C. The beginners’ year     D. The starters’ year 

30. The highlighted word “interact” in the passage is closest meaning to _________ .  

A. control  B. study                   C. follow       D. communicate 

31. What types of learning do children take part in before lunch? 

A. Maths and reading           B. Making parties          C. Making cakes   D. Acting in plays 

32. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. Children in Britain start school when they are five. 

B. When children interact with each other, their language skills develop. 

C. In their music lessons, they try to copy musical notes. 

D. Children love dressing up and acting like adults. 

Reorder the words to make meaningful sentences. 

33. good / It’s / for / to / do / physical / you / exercises. 

............................................................................................................................. 

34. Viet Nam, / In / the Dan Bau / a / musical / instrument. / is / traditional 

............................................................................................................................ 

35.  some/ cans/ There/ of / are/ in / orange/ the/ juice/ fridge 

...................................................................................................................... 

36. we/ the/ in/ helped/ a/ elderly/ home/ Last year,/ nursing 

............................................................................................................ 

Rewrite the following sentences based on the given words or the directed 

37. It took him three hours to make this pottery jug. (spent)   

............................................................................................................................... 

38. The market does not have any carrots. (There) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

39. We need some apples for this recipes (make questions for the underlined word) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

40. The poster in the gallery is the same as the one in my house (different from) 

 The poster   .................................................................................                                                 The end 
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Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

1. My dad has a big bookshelf because he loves____ old books 

A. collecting                     B. to collecting                     C. collect                      D. to collects 

2. They ________ really hard-working at school.  

A. don’t be            B. aren’t             C. don’t are       D. not be 

3. The villagers are __________ they were years ago. There is no change at all. 

A. differently from          B. not as friendly as             C. as friend as       D. as friendly as 

4. There is ________ tofu, but there aren’t ________ sandwiches. 

A. some - any                B. any - some          C. some – some            D. any- any 

5. ________ bottles of milk does your family need for a week?  

A. How much          B. How many        C. How          D. How often 

6. Water puppetry ______ in the 11th century in the villages of the Red River Delta of North Viet Nam. 

A. originated        B. formed                   C. started          D. began 

7. What __________ do I need to cook an omelette?  

A. food        B. material         C. menu                   D. ingredients 

8. There’s a notice  ________ the door. It says “Do not disturb!”. 

A. in         B. on     C. at        D. to 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

 In Britain children start school when they are five. Their first year - the reception - is usually a very 

happy one for the child. They learn to follow instructions from the teachers. Lots of new skills are introduced. 

Communal activities, socialising with the other children, learning to take turns are all part of the first-year 

experience. 

 As they paint, draw, and do other creative activities, they interact with other children and their language 

skills develop. When they have music and movement lessons or gym activities, they learn to control their body 

movements. Children learn to cooperate with others. During music lessons, they have to listen to a rhythm and 

try to copy it, and sing simple tunes. 

In the morning students have number work and reading skills. The afternoons are more creative. They learn to 

have parties, make little cakes and pour cups of tea for others. They love dressing up in costumes and acting like 

adults. 

9. What is the first year of school called in Britain? 

A. The reception B. The year one         C. The beginners’ year     D. The starters’ year 

10. The highlighted word “interact” in the passage is closest meaning to _________ .  

A. control  B. study                   C. follow       D. communicate 

11. What types of learning do children take part in before lunch? 

A. Maths and reading           B. Making parties          C. Making cakes   D. Acting in plays 

12. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. Children in Britain start school when they are five. 

B. When children interact with each other, their language skills develop. 

C. In their music lessons, they try to copy musical notes. 

D. Children love dressing up and acting like adults. 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

13. Although this motorbike is more expensive as that one, many people prefer to buy it 

           A                         B                                       C                                    D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

14. People first use the word “volunteer” in the 18th century 

                  A      B                                      C                    D 

15. I need to buy some oil because there isn’t some oil in the kitchen 

                    A         B                                 C       D 

16. Doing housework are also a type of physical activity 

           A                      B              C                  D 

Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part. 

 17.  A. cinema  B. musician  C. delicious                          D. ocean 

 18.  A. morning  B. fork                          C. forget            D. pork           
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Find the word which has different stress from the others.  

 19.  A. compose                     B. provide                    C. gallery                          D. originate 

20. A. equipment                     B. instrument               C. omelette                        D. pancake                   

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 

best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

   A Grade 7 student and his friends have an idea of collecting (21) ________ for homeless children in his 

town. They call it the “Book Birthday Party”. Every month they will select a birthday of a friend in his class or a 

child in his neighbourhood to celebrate (22) _______ special birthday party. It is just a simple party.  Everyone 

who comes to the party should (23) ________ some healthy food, drink, and a book any kinds: storybook, 

textbook, notebook, comic, etc. Those who cannot bring books will help with the collecting and sending books to 

the homeless children. They believe that the healthy food and drink will help them stay (24) ________ and the 

books will help homeless children with their study. Everyone will be happy.  

21. A. books   B. water   C. plants                  D. clothes 

22. A. an    B. a     C. some                   D. x 

23. A. sell    B. brought   C. bring         D. bringing 

24 A. fat    B. healthy   C. strong                 D. heath 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 

exchanges. 
25. A: “ What would you like to drink?”  B : “ -------------------“  

A. Yes, I think so        B. Yes, please      C. Yes, I like green tea      D. just a bottle of mineral water, please 

26. A: “ How much water do you drink everyday?”  B: “___________” 

A. It’s 5.000 dong             B. two litres               C. I like lemonade       D. two, please 

Listen to a man talking about street painting and circle the correct answer 

27. Street painting began ___________. 

  A.in the 6th century           B.in the 16th century                     C.in 1994                     D. in the 19th century 

28. Today, street painting events can be seen_______ 

  A. somewhere                   B. anywhere                                  C. nowhere                 D. everywhere 

29. At a street painting event, you can ___________. 

A. buy a painting                B. talk to artists                         C. become an artist            D. enjoy food 

30. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival happens ___________. 

A. only sometimes             B. every year                              C. every week                    D. every month 

31. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival is free for_______ 

A. artists                            B. volunteers                               C. everyone                         D. some visitors 

32. About ___________ artists take part in the Lake Worth Street Painting Festival. 

A.100,000                       B.60                                 C. 600                                               D. 1600 

Rewrite the following sentences based on the given words or the directed 

33. It took him three hours to make this pottery jug. (spent)   

............................................................................................................................... 

34. The market does not have any carrots. (There) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

35. We need some apples for this recipes (make questions for the underlined word) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

36. The poster in the gallery is the same as the one in my house (different from) 

 The poster   .............................................................................................. 

Reorder the words to make meaningful sentences. 

37. good / It’s / for / to / do / physical / you / exercises. 

............................................................................................................................. 

38. Viet Nam, / In / the Dan Bau / a / musical / instrument. / is / traditional 

............................................................................................................................ 

39.  some/ cans/ There/ of / are/ in / orange/ the/ juice/ fridge 

...................................................................................................................... 

40. we/ the/ in/ helped/ a/ elderly/ home/ Last year,/ nursing 

............................................................................................................ 

                                                                                                                         The end 
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Rewrite the following sentences based on the given words or the directed 

1. It took him three hours to make this pottery jug. (spent)   

............................................................................................................................... 

2. The market does not have any carrots. (There) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

3. We need some apples for this recipes (make questions for the underlined word) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

4. The poster in the gallery is the same as the one in my house (different from) 

 The poster   .............................................................................................. 

Reorder the words to make meaningful sentences. 

5. good / It’s / for / to / do / physical / you / exercises. 

............................................................................................................................. 

6. Viet Nam, / In / the Dan Bau / a / musical / instrument. / is / traditional 

.......................................................................................................................... .. 

7.  some/ cans/ There/ of / are/ in / orange/ the/ juice/ fridge 

...................................................................................................................... 

8. we/ the/ in/ helped/ a/ elderly/ home/ Last year,/ nursing 

............................................................................................................ 

Listen to a man talking about street painting and circle the correct answer 

9. Street painting began ___________. 

  A.in the 6th century           B.in the 16th century                     C.in 1994                     D. in the 19th century 

10. Today, street painting events can be seen_______ 

  A. somewhere                   B. anywhere                                  C. nowhere                 D. everywhere 

11. At a street painting event, you can ___________. 

A. buy a painting                B. talk to artists                         C. become an artist            D. enjoy food 

12. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival happens ___________. 

A. only sometimes             B. every year                              C. every week                    D. every month 

13. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival is free for_______ 

A. artists                            B. volunteers                               C. everyone                         D. some visitors 

14. About ___________ artists take part in the Lake Worth Street Painting Festival. 

A.100,000                       B.60                                 C. 600                                               D. 1600 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

15. Although this motorbike is more expensive as that one, many people prefer to buy it 

           A                         B                                       C                                    D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

16. People first use the word “volunteer” in the 18th century 

                  A      B                                      C                    D 

17. I need to buy some oil because there isn’t some oil in the kitchen 

                    A         B                                 C       D 

18. Doing housework are also a type of physical activity 

           A                      B              C                  D 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 

best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

   A Grade 7 student and his friends have an idea of collecting (19) ________ for homeless children in his 

town. They call it the “Book Birthday Party”. Every month they will select a birthday of a friend in his class or a 

child in his neighbourhood to celebrate (20) _______ special birthday party. It is just a simple party.  Everyone 

who comes to the party should (21) ________ some healthy food, drink, and a book any kinds: storybook, 

textbook, notebook, comic, etc. Those who cannot bring books will help with the collecting and sending books to 

the homeless children. They believe that the healthy food and drink will help them stay (22) ________ and the 

books will help homeless children with their study. Everyone will be happy.  
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19. A. books   B. water   C. plants                  D. clothes 

20. A. an    B. a     C. some                   D. x 

21. A. sell    B. brought   C. bring         D. bringing 

22. A. fat    B. healthy   C. strong                 D. heath 

Find the word which has different stress from the others.  

23.  A. compose    B. provide    C. gallery                         D. originate 

24. A. equipment                     B. instrument               C. omelette                        D. pancake                   

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 

exchanges. 

25. A: “ What would you like to drink?”  B : “ -------------------“  

A. Yes, I think so        B. Yes, please      C. Yes, I like green tea      D. just a bottle of mineral water, please 

26. A: “ How much water do you drink everyday?”  B: “___________” 

A. It’s 5.000 dong             B. two litres               C. I like lemonade       D. two, please 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

 In Britain children start school when they are five. Their first year - the reception - is usually a very 

happy one for the child. They learn to follow instructions from the teachers. Lots of new skills are introduced. 

Communal activities, socialising with the other children, learning to take turns are all part of the first-year 

experience. 

 As they paint, draw, and do other creative activities, they interact with other children and their language 

skills develop. When they have music and movement lessons or gym activities, they learn to control their body 

movements. Children learn to cooperate with others. During music lessons, they have to listen to a rhythm and 

try to copy it, and sing simple tunes. 

In the morning students have number work and reading skills. The afternoons are more creative. They learn to 

have parties, make little cakes and pour cups of tea for others. They love dressing up in costumes and acting like 

adults. 

27. What is the first year of school called in Britain? 

A. The reception B. The year one         C. The beginners’ year     D. The starters’ year 

28. The highlighted word “interact” in the passage is closest meaning to _________ .  

A. control  B. study                   C. follow       D. communicate 

29. What types of learning do children take part in before lunch? 

A. Maths and reading           B. Making parties          C. Making cakes   D. Acting in plays 

30. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. Children in Britain start school when they are five. 

B. When children interact with each other, their language skills develop. 

C. In their music lessons, they try to copy musical notes. 

D. Children love dressing up and acting like adults. 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

31. My dad has a big bookshelf because he loves____ old books 

A. collecting                     B. to collecting                     C. collect                      D. to collects 

32. They ________ really hard-working at school.  

A. don’t be            B. aren’t             C. don’t are       D. not be 

33. The villagers are __________ they were years ago. There is no change at all. 

A. differently from          B. not as friendly as             C. as friend as       D. as friendly as 

34. There is ________ tofu, but there aren’t ________ sandwiches. 

A. some - any                B. any - some          C. some – some            D. any- any 

35. ________ bottles of milk does your family need for a week?  

A. How much          B. How many        C. How          D. How often 

36. Water puppetry ______ in the 11th century in the villages of the Red River Delta of North Viet Nam. 

A. originated        B. formed                   C. started          D. began 

37. What __________ do I need to cook an omelette?  

A. food        B. material         C. menu                   D. ingredients 

38. There’s a notice  ________ the door. It says “Do not disturb!”. 

A. in         B. on     C. at        D. to 

Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part. 

39.  A. cinema     B. musician  C. delicious                          D. ocean 

40.  A. morning     B. fork                      C. forget            D. pork  

                                                                                                                                            The end 
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Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct word or phrase that 

best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

   A Grade 7 student and his friends have an idea of collecting (1) ________ for homeless children in his 

town. They call it the “Book Birthday Party”. Every month they will select a birthday of a friend in his class or a 

child in his neighbourhood to celebrate (2) _______ special birthday party. It is just a simple party.  Everyone 

who comes to the party should (3) ________ some healthy food, drink, and a book any kinds: storybook, 

textbook, notebook, comic, etc. Those who cannot bring books will help with the collecting and sending books to 

the homeless children. They believe that the healthy food and drink will help them stay (4) ________ and the 

books will help homeless children with their study. Everyone will be happy.  

1. A. books   B. water   C. plants                  D. clothes 

2. A. an    B. a     C. some                   D. x 

3. A. sell    B. brought   C. bring         D. bringing 

4. A. fat    B. healthy   C. strong                 D. heath 

Read the following passage and circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions. 

 In Britain children start school when they are five. Their first year - the reception - is usually a very 

happy one for the child. They learn to follow instructions from the teachers. Lots of new skills are introduced. 

Communal activities, socialising with the other children, learning to take turns are all part of the first-year 

experience. 

 As they paint, draw, and do other creative activities, they interact with other children and their language 

skills develop. When they have music and movement lessons or gym activities, they learn to control their body 

movements. Children learn to cooperate with others. During music lessons, they have to listen to a rhythm and 

try to copy it, and sing simple tunes. 

In the morning students have number work and reading skills. The afternoons are more creative. They learn to 

have parties, make little cakes and pour cups of tea for others. They love dressing up in costumes and acting like 

adults. 

5. What is the first year of school called in Britain? 

A. The reception B. The year one         C. The beginners’ year     D. The starters’ year 

6. The highlighted word “interact” in the passage is closest meaning to _________ .  

A. control  B. study                   C. follow       D. communicate 

7. What types of learning do children take part in before lunch? 

A. Maths and reading           B. Making parties          C. Making cakes   D. Acting in plays 

8. Which of the following is NOT true, according to the passage? 

A. Children in Britain start school when they are five. 

B. When children interact with each other, their language skills develop. 

C. In their music lessons, they try to copy musical notes. 

D. Children love dressing up and acting like adults. 

Find the word which has a different sound in the underlined part. 

 9.  A. cinema             B. musician   C. delicious                          D. ocean 

10.  A. morning  B. fork                                     C. forget            D. pork           

Find the word which has different stress from the others.  

11.  A. compose    B. provide    C. gallery                         D. originate 

12. A. equipment                     B. instrument               C. omelette                        D. pancake                   

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

13. My dad has a big bookshelf because he loves____ old books 

A. collecting                     B. to collecting                     C. collect                      D. to collects 

14. They ________ really hard-working at school.  

A. don’t be            B. aren’t                   C. don’t are       D. not be 

15. The villagers are __________ they were years ago. There is no change at all. 

A. differently from          B. not as friendly as             C. as friend as       D. as friendly as 

16. There is ________ tofu, but there aren’t ________ sandwiches. 

A. some - any                B. any - some          C. some – some            D. any- any 

17. ________ bottles of milk does your family need for a week?  

A. How much          B. How many        C. How          D. How often 
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18. Water puppetry ______ in the 11th century in the villages of the Red River Delta of North Viet Nam. 

A. originated        B. formed                   C. started          D. began 

19. What __________ do I need to cook an omelette?  

A. food        B. material         C. menu                   D. ingredients 

20. There’s a notice  ________ the door. It says “Do not disturb!”. 

A. in         B. on     C. at        D. to 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in each of the following 

questions.  

21. Although this motorbike is more expensive as that one, many people prefer to buy it 

           A                         B                                       C                                    D                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

22. People first use the word “volunteer” in the 18th century 

                  A      B                                      C                    D 

23. I need to buy some oil because there isn’t some oil in the kitchen 

                    A         B                                 C       D 

24. Doing housework are also a type of physical activity 

           A                      B              C                  D 

Circle the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the most suitable response to complete each of the following 

exchanges. 
25. A: “ What would you like to drink?”  B : “ -------------------“  

A. Yes, I think so        B. Yes, please      C. Yes, I like green tea      D. just a bottle of mineral water, please 

26. A: “ How much water do you drink everyday?”  B: “___________” 

A. It’s 5.000 dong             B. two litres               C. I like lemonade       D. two, please 

Listen to a man talking about street painting and circle the correct answer 

27. Street painting began ___________. 

  A.in the 6th century           B.in the 16th century                     C.in 1994                     D. in the 19th century 

28. Today, street painting events can be seen_______ 

  A. somewhere                   B. anywhere                                  C. nowhere                 D. everywhere 

29. At a street painting event, you can ___________. 

A. buy a painting                B. talk to artists                         C. become an artist            D. enjoy food 

30. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival happens ___________. 

A. only sometimes             B. every year                              C. every week                    D. every month 

31. The Lake Worth Street Painting Festival is free for_______ 

A. artists                            B. volunteers                               C. everyone                         D. some visitors 

32. About ___________ artists take part in the Lake Worth Street Painting Festival. 

A.100,000                       B.60                                 C. 600                                               D. 1600 

Reorder the words to make meaningful sentences. 

33. good / It’s / for / to / do / physical / you / exercises. 

............................................................................................................................. 

34. Viet Nam, / In / the Dan Bau / a / musical / instrument. / is / traditional 

............................................................................................................................ 

35.  some/ cans/ There/ of / are/ in / orange/ the/ juice/ fridge 

...................................................................................................................... 

36. we/ the/ in/ helped/ a/ elderly/ home/ Last year,/ nursing 

............................................................................................................ 

Rewrite the following sentences based on the given words or the directed 

37. It took him three hours to make this pottery jug. (spent)   

............................................................................................................................... 

38. The market does not have any carrots. (There) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

39. We need some apples for this recipes (make questions for the underlined word) 

.......................................................................................................................................... 

40. The poster in the gallery is the same as the one in my house (different from) 

 The poster   .............................................................................................. 

 

                                                The end 
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                                                                   CODE 1 

1.B 2.D 3.C 4.B 5.C 6.C 7.A 8.C 

9.C 10.A 11.A 12.B 13.D 14.A 15.B 16.A 

17.D 18.B 19.C 20.B 21.D 22.B 23.D 24.B 

25.A 26.B 27.C 28.B 29.A 30.D 31.A 32.C 

33.  It’s good for you to do physical exercises. 

34. In Viet Nam, the Dan bau is a traditional musical instrument 

35. There are some cams of orange juice in the fridge 

36. Last week, we help the elderly in a nursing home 

37. He spent three hour making this pottery jug 

38. There aren’t any carrots in the market 

39. How many apples do we need for this recipes. 

40. The poster in the gallery is not different from the one in my house. 

                                                                   

                                                               

 

                                                                 CODE 2 

1.A 2.B 3.D 4.A 5.B 6.A 7.D 8.B 

9.A 10.D 11.A 12.C 13.C 14.B 15.D 16.B 

17.A 18.C 19.C 20.A 21.A 22.B 23.C 24.B 

25.D 26.B 27.B 28.D 29.C 30.B 31.C 32.C 

33. He spent three hour making this pottery jug 

34. There aren’t any carrots in the market 

35. How many apples do we need for this recipes. 

36. The poster in the gallery is not different from the one in my house. 

37.  It’s good for you to do physical exercises. 

38. In Viet Nam, the Dan bau is a traditional musical instrument 

39. There are some cams of orange juice in the fridge 

40. Last week, we help the elderly in a nursing home 

 

 

 



 

 

                                                                           CODE 3 

1. He spent three hour making this pottery jug 

2. There aren’t any carrots in the market 

3. How many apples do we need for this recipes. 

4. The poster in the gallery is not different from the one in my house. 

5.  It’s good for you to do physical exercises. 

6. In Viet Nam, the Dan bau is a traditional musical instrument 

7. There are some cams of orange juice in the fridge 

8. Last week, we help the elderly in a nursing home 

9.B 10.D 11.C 12.B 13.C 14.C 15.C 16.B 

17.D 18.B 19.A 20.B 21.C 22.B 23.C 24.A 

25.D 26.B 27.A 28.D 29.A 30.C 31.A 32.C 

33.D 34.A 35.B 36.A 37.D 38.B 39.A 40.C 

                                                                   

 

 

 

 

                                                                   CODE 4 

 

1.A 2.B 3.C 4.B 5.A 6.D 7.A 8.C 

9.A 10.C 11.C 12.A 13.A 14.B 15.D 16.A 15.B 

17.B 18.A 19.D 20.B 21.C 22.B 23.D 24.B 

25.D 26.B 27.B 28.D 29.C 30.B 31.C 32.C 

33.  It’s good for you to do physical exercises. 

34. In Viet Nam, the Dan bau is a traditional musical instrument 

35. There are some cams of orange juice in the fridge 

36. Last week, we help the elderly in a nursing home 

37. He spent three hour making this pottery jug 

38. There aren’t any carrots in the market 

39. How many apples do we need for this recipes. 

40. The poster in the gallery is not different from the one in my house. 
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MÔN: TIẾNG ANH LỚP 7 – THỜI GIAN LÀM BÀI: 60’ 

Năm học: 2023-2024 

 

 

 

TT Kĩ năng 

Mức độ nhận thức 
Tổng 

Nhận biết Thông hiểu Vận dụng  Vận dụng cao 

Tỉ lệ 

(%) 

Thời 

gian 

(phút) 

Tỉ lệ 

(%) 

Thời 

gian 

(phút) 

Tỉ lệ 

(%) 

Thời 

gian 

(phút) 

Tỉ lệ 

(%) 

Thời 

gian 

(phút) 

Tỉ lệ 

(%) 

Thời 

gian 

(phút) 

1 Listening 10 

 
5 5 3 

  
  15 8 

2 Language 20 10 15  6 10 4   45 20 

3 Reading 10 6 5 5 5 5   20 16 

4 Writing 

  
5 3 5 3 10 10  20 16 

Tổng 40 21 30 17 20 12 10  10 100 60  

Tỉ lệ (%) 40 30 20 10   

Tỉ lệ chung 

(%) 
70 30  

 

 

 

 

              BGH 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tổ (Nhóm) CM 

     

 

 

 

 

 Phạm Thanh Dung  

           GV ra đề  

 

 

 

 

 

  Nguyễn Thị Kim Dung 
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